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The purpose of this study is to explore the multidimensional beneˆts experienced by Masters
Sports participants from a case of the Masters Koshien. This study focused on the Masters
Koshien to collect qualitative data regarding detailed description of subjective beneˆts of the e-
vent participants and investigated what kind of beneˆts do the masters sports participants obtain
substantially. Survey interviews were conducted and 1,878 linguistic data items were collected
from 304 participants of the 2008 Masters Koshien, our action research program. In the series of
thematic analysis, 21 beneˆts of masters sports were extracted and divided into 4 diŠerent
dimensions of beneˆts: individual beneˆts, community beneˆts, social beneˆts, and educational
beneˆts. It was suggested that this study could reveal three additional beneˆts that previous stu-
dies have not been explored such as community beneˆts, social beneˆts, and educational beneˆts
of masters sports. Moreover, it was revealed that the Masters Koshien presented the general
beneˆts derived from any masters sports and the typical beneˆts of the Masters Koshien's unique
status as a mecca-like masters sports event and as an alumni membership sport event.

Keywords: Masters Sports, beneˆts of sports and physical activities, Masters Sports Promotion, action
research

1. Introduction

1.1. Background

In recent years, the sports choices of middle-aged
and older adults in Japan have been changing. Im-
provements in sports infrastructure, the develop-
ment of new sporting equipment and gear, and in-
crease in various sports services and programs have
all been promoting older adults' participation in
sports, resulting in an increase in mature adult par-
ticipation in sports and the range of sports in which
they participate. Tomiyama (2007) argued that the

model of the ``power elder'', who embodies both
good physical health and an active life-style, has
multiplied the number of sports that these adults
have tried. The 2004 SSF National Sport-Life Sur-
vey (Sasakawa Sports Foundation, 2004) demon-
strated that those aged 50 and older enjoyed many
diŠerent sports. And the 2006 SSF National Sport-
Life Survey (Sasakawa Sports Foundation, 2006)
showed the changing participation rates, from 1996
to 2006, for those aged 50 and older, the mean age,
and the age range (that gap between the oldest and
the youngest) of sports participants. The survey also
reported that sports participation had increased by a
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greater percentage than the general demographic in-
crease. Currently, middle-aged and older adults are
participating in many more sports activities, even
the sports that were previously regarded as inap-
propriate for them (e.g., scuba diving, full mara-
thon, triathlon, etc.). This population has developed
their preferences, objectives, and enjoyment of
sports.

1.2. Masters Sports Movement and the ``Masters
Koshien'' Project

The masters sports movement is a typical example
of these increased sports interest and activity and
has become a growing worldwide phenomenon
(Hodge et al., 2008; Holm, 2003; Tani et al., 2006).
Chogahara (2007) counted the number of sports at
world masters sports events and reported that the
total was 123 diŠerent sports. The World Masters
Games (International Masters Games Association
[IMGA]), which is the biggest multisport event in
the world, brings together mature sportsmen and
sportswomen from around the globe every four
years (http://www.imga.ch). The Sydney 2009
World Masters Games Final Report indicated that
the Games had attracted 28,676 competitors, rang-
ing in age from 25 to 101 years, from 95 countries
(Sydney 2009 World Masters Games Organizing
Committee, 2010). It further reported that par-
ticipants enjoyed both sports and the associated
social events. IMGA estimates that more than
50,000 athletes will participate in the next World
Masters Games 2013 in Torino, Italy (www.
torino2013wmg.org). In Japan, since 2001, Sports
Masters Japan has been held annually and now has
over 7,000 participants enjoying sports competition
(www.japan-sports.or.jp/masters). And other mul-
ti-sports and single-sport masters sports events have
been developed in the national and local levels of
Japan. In the research on masters sports, the
Masters Sports Promotion Unit (2002) reported
positive attitude toward personal and social beneˆts
realized from the Sports Masters Japan 2002 Survey.
Chogahara (2003b) assumed that self-actualization
and fulˆllment for one's leisure volitions are individ-
ual beneˆts, and an aging culture and maturation of
lifelong sports are socio-cultural beneˆts of masters
sports from the case studies of the World Masters
Games and the Sports Masters Japan. IMGA (2009)
made a summary report on the economic impact and

socio-economic beneˆts realized from the success of
the World Masters Games. In addition, the Masters
Sports Promotion Unit (2002) reported that masters
athletes are good role models who teach children
and they are considered as educational beneˆts of
masters sports.

To investigate the various beneˆts generated by a
masters sport event, which is operated within the ex-
isting single-sport resource capacity, the Masters
Koshien project was launched in 2004 as action
research by the faculty of Kobe University in Japan.
The Masters Koshien is a baseball event open to
adults who in high school pursued the opportunity
to compete at the Koshien Stadium. There have been
many high school baseball players in Japan, but few
were able to play at the Koshien Stadium. Among
4,132 teams, for example, only 49 played at the
Koshien Stadium in the summer of 2008. As adults,
these people would never have the chance to again
pursue the Koshien dream.

Koshien is essentially a geographical name, but in
Japan, people think of the Koshien Stadium in
Hyogo when they hear the word koshien. They think
of a nationwide high school baseball competition
held at that stadium. Every spring and summer, the
winning high school baseball teams that qualify, a
team from each prefecture, gather at the stadium
and compete for the top in Japan. All the games
played at the stadium are aired live on nationwide
television. While the Koshien baseball competition is
an amateur sport, the competition is considered a
national festival that brings excitement to baseball
enthusiasts across the country (Komuku, 1995;
Ariyama, 1997). Every high school baseball player
dreams of playing in that stadium.

With a keen focus on the unique allure of the
Koshien Stadium, the Masters Koshien project is in-
tended to stimulate the dreams and longings of peo-
ple who used to be high school baseball players or
the special emotional attachments they still embrace.
The project also supports their sport lives through
baseball by connecting the impact of the Koshien
with masters sports events.

The Masters Koshien is a masters sport promotion
that provides an opportunity to compete and to
achieve that old goal, the Koshien Stadium
(www.masterskoshien.com). Since 2004, the
Masters Koshien has provided an opportunity for
adults, now referred to as high school old boys and
old girls (OB/OG), to form alumni baseball clubs in
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*1In Japan, girls in high school have never been able to play
baseball in the Koshien Stadium and therefore, most of the
participants in the Masters Koshien were male (OB)
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each prefecture. These clubs play baseball and quali-
fy to play at the Koshien Stadium. The ˆrst year the
Masters Koshien was held, the number of participat-
ing high school OB/OG alumni baseball clubs was
only 85. Eight years later, the number of high school
alumni baseball clubs in the Masters Koshien 2011
increased to a total of 455 clubs (Masters Koshien
Organizing Committee, 2004; 2005; 2006; 2007;
2008; 2009; 2010; 2011).

1.3. Previous Studies on the beneˆts of sports and
physical activities

In previous studies on the beneˆts of sports and
physical activities for middle-aged and older adults,
several physical beneˆts have been revealed. Beneˆts
of sports and physical activities include improved
cardiorespiratory and autonomic nerve functions,
along with an increase in lipolysis and glucose
metabolism (Okada, 2002), enhanced muscular
strength (Takeshima, 2002), greater bone mineral
density (Kim, 2002), heightened relaxation, a sense
of accomplishment, better self-esteem, improved
quality of life and psychological well-being, and
anxiety reduction including lowered psychological
stress that meant less treatment for depression
(Okada and Watanabe, 2002). Also, Yaguchi (2000)
introduced World Health Organization guidelines
and indicated that the eŠects of physical activity on
older adults fell into four dimensions: physical
eŠects, psychological eŠects, social eŠects, and so-
cietal eŠects. Chogahara (2003a) reviewed both
domestic and international research and listed 59
variables aŠecting the beneˆts of physical activity;
he classiˆed these variables into 6 dimensions: health
and physical beneˆts (28 variables), psychological
and spiritual beneˆts (13 variables), socio-labor
beneˆts (4 variables), socio-economic beneˆts (5
variables), socio-group beneˆts (6 variables), and so-
cio-cultural beneˆts (3 variables). These ˆndings
could largely be categorized into individual health-
related beneˆts. Previous studies have focused on
the health related variables and have shown that
most people who participate in sports tend to do so
for the health beneˆts. In fact, the latest data show
that many people participate in sports and physical
activities for the health beneˆts.

Regarding masters sports, previous studies on the
beneˆts of participation in masters sports have fo-
cused on health-related beneˆts, comparing the

characteristics of masters athletes with the general
population and reporting favorable results for
masters athletes in terms of quality of life, lowered
incidence of ischemic heart disease, hypertension,
and diabetes (Shephard et al., 1995); better oral and
dental health (Oba et al., 2004); signiˆcantly fewer
incidents of physical and mental disease, high blood
pressure, and arteriosclerosis, and less need for in-
ternal medicine, surgery, and dental consultations
than the same age group in the general population
(Bando et al., 2005; Bando et al., 2008); much
higher physical performance levels than the average
same-aged groups (Isaka, 2007); and moderate age-
related declines in physical performance (Young et
al., 2008). In conclusion, previous studies on the
beneˆts of sports and physical activities have been
carried out using existing quantitative measurement
scales. Those studied were conˆned by their scale
and methodological limitations.

Consequently, we focused on the Masters Koshien
as one of the cases to collect qualitative data regard-
ing detailed description of subjective beneˆts of the
event participants and investigated what kind of
beneˆts do the masters sports participants obtain
substantially. In summary, the purpose of this study
is to explore the multidimensional beneˆts ex-
perienced by Masters Sports participants from a case
of the Masters Koshien.

2. Method

2.1. Participants and Data Collection

In this study, we collected the data from the par-
ticipants of the 2008 Masters Koshien. Among 376
participants of 8 teams, the majority was male (n＝
368) and the mean age of the participants was 39.16
years (the oldest was 77 and the youngest was 18).*1

Survey interviews were conducted with the 2008
Masters Koshien participants after they had played
their game on the 15th of June. Over 100 interviewers
participating in the Masters Koshien 2008 Volunteer
Program were involved in the survey, and they
received our instruction in carrying the interview
survey before that day. And they collected 1,878 lin-
guistic data items from 304 participants (298 male
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Table 1

Principles/Outcome Goals Interview Item

Individual
Beneˆts

- Life Enrichment and Fulˆllment
- Relive childhood dreams

``Did you feel that you have changed, since your
team had gotten an opportunity to play at the
Koshien?''

Community
Beneˆts

- Energize alumni activities
- Strengthen social interactions and
intergenerational interactions

- Stimulate sense of community

``Did you feel that the surroundings of you have
changed, since your team had gotten an opportunity
to play at the Koshien?''

Social
Beneˆts

- Promote lifelong sports culture
- Promote OB/OG-player culture
- Promote senior citizen sport culture

``What do you think about potential social in‰uence
of the Masters Koshien?''

Educational
Beneˆts

- Passing on the baseball legacy
- Inspire the younger generation

``What do you think about potential in‰uence of
the Masters Koshien to activate the juniors/younger
students and baseball kids?''
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and 6 female) who ranged in age from 18 to 73 (with
a mean age of 38.8 years).

Since we have engaged in its organizational
management and direct communication of the event
participants from the ˆrst year the Masters Koshien
was held, we have developed the relationships to in-
formants (participants) and the settings to collect the
information (data). Year by year, we have also im-
proved the system of communication and data col-
lection methodologically, through trial and error
(e.g., the number of interviewers, interview time, in-
terview settings, etc.).

2.2. Interview Items

The International Masters Games Association
(IMGA) highlights the role of sports participation in
encouraging mature individuals to be active, and in
promoting friendship and understanding among ma-
ture sportspeople regardless of age, gender, race,
religion, or their status in sports (IMGA, 2003).
Bacher (2003) and Williams (2003) also enumerated
the keywords, better health, better life quality, so-
cial network, social interaction, being active for
one's life, being a valuable asset to that particular
sport which they are enjoying, being more interested
for a lifetime, encouraging young people to partici-
pate in sports, and passing the good impact and
stimulation on the children and younger adults, to il-
lustrate the beneˆts of masters sports.

Thus, previous studies and reports have suggested
that masters sports participation beneˆts not only
the individual but also more broadly the society.
Moreover, individuals beneˆt not only physically in

terms of better health and quality of life, but also so-
cially through a sense of contributing to the sport
they enjoy. Therefore, communities beneˆt from the
creation of social networks and interaction around
sports, and society beneˆts when masters sportspeo-
ple encourage sports participation among children
and young adults. On the basis of these results and
previous ˆndings, we categorized the beneˆts of
masters sports into four types of beneˆts hypotheti-
cally. And since 2004, we have developed four prin-
cipal outcome goals for the Masters Koshien: (1) in-
dividual beneˆts, to promote the ``sports for life''
philosophy, enrich and fulˆll one's life or to relive
childhood dreams; (2) community beneˆts, to ener-
gize alumni participation, to strengthen social inter-
actions and intergenerational interactions, and to
stimulate a sense of community; (3) social beneˆts,
to promote a lifelong sports culture, to promote
OB/OG-player culture, and to promote senior
citizen sports culture; and (4) educational beneˆts,
to pass down the baseball legacy and to inspire
younger generations. Interview items were primarily
constructed to illuminate those outcome goals: in-
dividual beneˆts, community beneˆts, social
beneˆts, educational beneˆts (see Table 1). With
regard to individual beneˆts, interviewers asked the
participants, ``Did you feel that you have changed,
since your team had gotten an opportunity to play at
the Koshien?'' Regarding community beneˆts, they
asked, ``Did you feel that the surroundings of you
have changed, since your team had gotten an oppor-
tunity to play at the Koshien?'' For social beneˆts,
the question was, ``What do you think about poten-
tial social in‰uence of the Masters Koshien?'' Last-
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ly, regarding educational beneˆts, the interviewers
asked, ``What do you think about potential in-
‰uence of the Masters Koshien to activate the
juniors/younger students and baseball kids?'' The
implications of the purposes of this study are to con-
ˆrm whether the beneˆts of the Masters Koshien
match the four types of beneˆts (outcome goals) em-
pirically and to explore the content of the beneˆts
substantially. Table 1 shows the outcome goals of
the Masters Koshien and interview items in this
study.

2.3. Data Analysis

The thematic analysis model was used for data
analysis. Thematic analysis is the process of encod-
ing a text commonly used in many diŠerent methods
from the demonstrative paradigm to the hermeneuti-
cal paradigm (Iga, 2009). This study uses the same
method as Ryan and Bernard (2003) used to discover
themes and subthemes. The method utilized the fol-
lowing processes: (1) discovering themes and sub-
themes; (2) winnowing themes to a manageable few;
and (3) building hierarchies of themes or a code-
book. The ˆnal process is linking themes into theo-
retical models. However, based on preceding
research results, this study presents its results by
building hierarchies of themes or a codebook be-
cause the study aim is to expand sports beneˆts in a
deductive way. In addition, it is considered that the
adoption of this method enables functionally ex-
tracting a theme from among data and deductively
discovering a theme from transcendental theoretical
understanding (Iga, 2009).

2.4. Analysis Procedure

The author and two co-authors, who studied the
sociology of sports in graduate school, conducted
thematic analysis. They extracted themes and sub-
themes from each linguistic item and discussed the
initial ˆndings. The author then drafted a list of
themes and categories (winnowing themes to a
manageable few and building a codebook). Subse-
quently the co-authors conˆrmed and concurred
with the list of themes. The results were the categori-
zation of 1,878 linguistic data items into 4 diŠerent
dimensions of beneˆts and organization of catego-
ries using thematic analysis.

2.5. Limitations

In proceeding with this study, it is necessary to
comprehensively discuss both the positive and nega-
tive aspects to examine the impact of the Masters
Koshien. However, this study focuses on the positive
beneˆts and is intended to examine how many of the
goals that the Masters Koshien has achieved at the
initial stages from the ˆrst to the ˆfth event. It is also
necessary to examine if these beneˆts are produced
by the sheer impact of the Masters Koshien by or-
ganizing a control group consisting of people who
did not participate in the Masters Koshien.
However, the author could not aŠord to bear the
personnel and temporal costs for preparing and con-
ducting such an investigation. These are the limita-
tions of this study, and they constitute the study's
methodological challenges.

3. Results

In the thematic analysis series, linguistic data were
categorized into four diŠerent dimensions of
beneˆts: (1) individual beneˆts (859 phrases); (2)
community beneˆts (424 phrases); (3) social beneˆts
(244 phrases); and (4) educational beneˆts (351
phrases).

In working with the individual beneˆts dimension,
we initially extracted 10 themes from 878 phrases:
the impact of the Koshien, fun and pleasant feelings,
behavioral/cognitive changing, impression, the joy
of competing, fulˆllment/resurrection of dreams,
life enrichment, reminiscences of youth, growth and
maturation, and ``my sports life'' (see Table 2). We
identiˆed the impact of the Koshien (n＝175) as
those beneˆts resulting from playing at the Koshien
Stadium: excitement, experience, memory, pride,
and receiving praise. Fun and pleasant feelings (n＝
145) was organized from subthemes such as fun,
pleasant feelings, and the sensations of youth ex-
perienced through sports. Most of the survey par-
ticipants in this study were moved to tears from
playing at the Koshien Stadium, and they ex-
perienced behavioral changes (especially in terms of
exercise behaviors) after their teams had received the
opportunity to play at the Koshien. We listed the
names, behavioral/cognitive changing (n＝109) and
impression (n＝108). The joy of competing (n＝98),
one of the essential enjoyments of playing sports
and typifying those enjoyments found in masters
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Table 2

Individual beneˆts

theme subtheme total whole representative phrase

Impact of Koshien 175
``Beautiful...'',
``This is just a mecca'',
``Here is Koshien! .... I could not believe it'',
``Koshien embraced me'',
``Many friends have praised me''

excitement 61

experience 56

pride 12

praises 46

Fun and pleasant feelings 145
``I could realy enjoy playinf at Koshien'',
``I just enjoy!'', ``Feel good'',
``I felt young if I hid my head with my cap...''

fun 61

pleasant feelings 73

the feelings of youthfulness 11

Behavioral/cognitive changing 109
``I experienced active changes physically'',
``I have taken care of my health'',
``I had been careful about what I ate''

behavioral changing (exercise behavior) 76

behavioral changing (lifestyle) 18

attitude changing 15

Impression 108
108

``Amazing!'', ``Nothing I can say....'',
``Tears wlled up in my eyes''impression

Joy of competing 98
``I could feel the tense atmosphere on entering Koshien Stadium
but I could enjoy it'',
``I'm very glad to win'',
``I'm disappointing that I could not get a hit''

tense atmosphere 47

sense of accomplishment 35

competing to win and regret 16

Fulˆllment/resurrection of dreams 81
``My dream came true'',
``My longing for long time have been realized''

fulˆllment of dreams 71

resurrection of dreams 10

Life enrichment 57
``I could have fulˆllment for my life'',
``It has brought vividness to my daily life'',
``It's the greatest thing to my life''

learning new goals 29

stimuli to daily life 17

life satisfaction and happiness 11

Reminiscence of youth 35 ``I found that my feelings has not changed from that of my high
school days'',
``I felt that I went back to the starting point''

reminiscence of youth 33

recurrence to youth 2

Growth and maturation 27
``I experienced human growth thorough preparing for this game'',
``I could be tender toward my son'',
``I wanna say thank you to the others''

appreciation to the others 13

maturation 11

growth 3

My sports life 24
``I could reconˆrm that I loved baseball'',
``I have been thought of baseball all the time'',
``I saw that I would be able to play baseball through life''

pursuit of baseball (personal) 14

enthusiasm 8

extent of baseball-life (personal) 2
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Table 3

Community beneˆts

theme subtheme total whole representative phrase

Support and bonds 206
``My family has supported me'',
``My wife has negotiated so that I could concentrate to play
baseball'',
``I could feel a sense of community'',
``Companions of my o‹ce have cheerd me up''

Family bonds 94

Community bonds 80

Friends or companions bonds 27

Volunteer support 5

Friendship and social interaction 157
``We could enjoy playing baseball together all generation'',
``I'm happy to play with my former students'',
``I could make many friends'',
``I could relive friendship in my high school days'',
``I saw people who had the same dream''

intergenerational interaction 78

social interaction 55

reliving friendship in the youth 15

companionship with the same dream 9

Alumni activities and alumni bonds 61
``It became that people have gotten together to alumni meeting'',
``The bonds or interaction of OB/OG have been energized''

alumni activities 33

alumni bonds 28
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sports, was classiˆed as an individual beneˆt; this
themes included qualities such as a tense at-
mosphere, a sense of accomplishment, a competitive
spirit, and regrets from a game lost. Almost all
Japanese high school baseball players have the
dream and goal of playing at the Koshien Stadium.
Many Masters Koshien participants mentioned ful-
ˆllment/resurrection of dreams (n＝81). The par-
ticipants also referred to the impact of the Koshien
experience on their daily living and life, identiˆed as
life enrichment (n＝57), which included overall
satisfaction and happiness with life, achieving and
developing new goals, and feeling that playing base-
ball stimulated daily life. Fewer respondents ac-
knowledged the important individual beneˆt of
those reminiscences of youth (n＝35) where playing
baseball brought back fond memories of high school
days. Similarly, some participants referenced how
playing sports had brought them growth and matu-
ration (n＝27) or an appreciation of others. The last
of the individual beneˆts, discussed in terms of en-
thusiasm, extending one's pursuit of baseball,
seemed to illustrate the importance of having their
own sport (baseball) for the participants; we catego-
rized these types of references into ``my sports life''
(n＝24). Table 2 shows some representative phrases
for each theme.

For the second dimension of beneˆts, community
beneˆts, participants described ten subthemes that

ˆt into three themes: support and bonds, friendship
and social interaction, and alumni activities and
alumni bonds (see Table 3). Support and bonds (n＝
206) included support and cheering on from family
(parents, children, spouse, siblings, and relatives),
community, friends, or companions, and volun-
teers. Through preparation for and participation in
the Masters Koshien, participants have widened and
enriched many types of interaction with each other.
To qualify for the Masters Koshien, each team must
include intergenerational alumni. Therefore, friend-
ship and social interaction (n＝157) included
strengthening intergenerational and social interac-
tion, revisiting friendships from high school and
companionship with those sharing the same dream:
to play a baseball game at the Koshien Stadium.
Alumni activities and alumni bonds (n＝60) have
also been strengthened through the Masters Koshien
participation. Table 3 shows some representative
phrases from the three themes.

The third dimension of beneˆts, social beneˆts,
provided 11 subthemes that were sorted into 4
themes: active society, development of baseball cul-
ture, positive aging roles and maturation, and
lifelong sports culture (see Table 4). Active society
(n＝138) was constructed from subthemes surround-
ing the eŠects of being vigorous, vital, and healthy,
as well as having opportunities and dreams. A
healthy society is one whose citizens possess dreams
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Table 4

Social beneˆts

theme subtheme total whole representative phrase

Active society 138

``The society will be the society where dreams come true'',
``That is a bright news for society'',
``I think that the society would be enlightened through sport'',
``The society can be healthy'',
``The participants in sports will increase'',
``Sporting-life encourages productivity in work, too''

society with dreams 75

society with vitality 23

educational eŠects to society 25

healthy society 6

productivity 9

Development of baseball culture 60
``Baseball players may increase in the youth and OB/OG generation''
''It will enrich our baseball-life'',
``The love of baseball will be raised socially'',
``It brings opportunities where we can play baseball''

baseball-life 43

pursuit of baseball (social) 10

increasing baseball population 7

Positive aging roles and maturation 28
``It brings the feelings of youthfulness socially'',
``People will have a positive image in later life''

maturation 15

positive aging roles 13

Lifelong sports culture 18 ``I can play baseball as lifelong sports'',
``We can continue to play baseball regardless with age''lifelong sports culture 18

Table 5

Educational beneˆts

theme subtheme total whole representative phrase

Encouragement 149 ``I always cheer and support you (active junior of their old
school) whatever happens'',
``Do your best and don't leave something because high school
days are just for 3 years''

encouragement 149

Inspiration and stimulation for the next
generation

90 ``Even if you could not play at Koshien in your high school
days, you will play here in Masters Koshien after becoming
adult, and so I hope you to play baseball continuously''

future dreams 74

inspiration the next 16

Educational message 69 ``Study a lot from playing baseball'',
``Koshien is just like dream and it is important to take a
straight attitude and do the best for big goals (to play at
Koshien)''

educational message 69

Passing on the dream and baseball
legacy to the younger generation

43
``I wish that the active junior of my old school would play at
Koshien'',
``We hope that the younger generation would take over our
dream to play at Koshien''

passing on the Koshien and baseball culture 28

passing on the dream to the next generation 10

advise and guidance on baseball 5
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and vitality, share positive educational messages,
and are mentally and physically healthy and produc-
tive. Development of baseball culture (n＝60) in-
cluded baseball's various social beneˆts, such as in-

creasing the number of people playing and valuing
baseball, as well as those who felt baseball to be a
signiˆcant component in their lives. The perspective
of positive aging roles and maturation (n＝28)
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should produce positive views about the aging proc-
ess and an older population's contribution to the
community. The last social beneˆt, lifelong sports
culture (n＝18), suggested that promoting masters
sports would simultaneously result in promoting a
lifelong sports culture. Table 4 shows some
representative phrases from the social beneˆts.

Finally, four themes were extracted from the
dimension of educational beneˆts: encouragement,
inspiration and stimulation for the next generation,
educational messages, and passing on the dream and
baseball legacy to the younger generation (see Table
5). The Masters Koshien participants have transmit-
ted many positive and encouraging messages to the
younger generation about playing baseball. In all,
149 messages of encouragement were extracted.
Next, because masters sports (speciˆcally, the
Masters Koshien) have fueled dreams and brought
expectations to the next generation, as well as inspir-
ing more young people to play baseball and other
sports, we were able to extract 90 phrases that could
be described as inspiring and stimulating the next
generation. Through taking advantage of playing
baseball, the participants might want to help the
younger generation mature; 69 phrases were extract-
ed with educational messages. Some participants
wanted to pass down to the next generation, includ-
ing students at their old high schools, the dream of
playing baseball at the Koshien Stadium and those
experiences gained through the Masters Koshien.
Pass on the dream and baseball legacy to the youn-
ger generation (n＝43) included those shared
dreams, pieces of the Koshien culture, and baseball
lore that the participants wanted to pass on.

4. Discussion

The purpose of this study was to explore the mul-
tidimensional beneˆts experienced by masters sports
participants from a case of the Masters Koshien.
Using the thematic analysis on the linguistic data ob-
tained from the Masters Koshien participants, vari-
ous beneˆts were revealed: 10 themes with 27 sub-
themes were considered individual beneˆts, 3 themes
with 10 subthemes were identiˆed as community
beneˆts, 4 themes with 11 subthemes were named so-
cial beneˆts, and 4 themes with 7 subthemes were
listed as educational beneˆts (see Table 2-5). Some
of the beneˆts that were revealed in this study
matched previous research ˆndings, such as fun and

pleasant feelings, behavioral/cognitive changing,
growth and maturation, friendship and social inter-
action, active society, positive aging roles and matu-
ration (Chogahara, 2007). These beneˆts seem to be
general beneˆts of sports or sports events among
adults and older adults, and they have been demon-
strated on previous studies. However, we were also
able to extract other beneˆts that previous studies
had not yet discussed. Speciˆcally, because the
Masters Koshien includes three signiˆcant aspects of
masters sports events, we carefully conducted our
thematic analysis in considering these masters sports
characteristics. First, as part of the general beneˆts
derived from any masters sports, the Masters
Koshien can bring the joy of competing and
profound impression. Second, included in the typi-
cal beneˆts of the Masters Koshien's unique status
as a mecca-like masters sport event are the impact of
the Koshien, the possibility of fulˆllment/resurrec-
tion of dreams, and the reminiscences of youth.
Finally, with regard to community beneˆts, alumni
activity and alumni bonds and the intergenerational
interaction of friendship and social interactions are
community beneˆts that were facilitated by the
alumni membership aspect of this masters sports
event.

An important outcome of this study was that
many additional social beneˆts were revealed. Previ-
ous studies have not been able to su‹ciently explore
social beneˆts because many researchers have gener-
ally considered individual health-related beneˆts
(variables), and a scale upon which social beneˆts
could be measured had not yet been established.
Further, as Dionigi (2008) has indicated, it may be
necessary to examine not only the individual beneˆts
but also the social beneˆts of masters sports to prop-
erly promote them (Symposium: Social Strategies
for Promoting Masters Sports, 7th World Congress
on Aging and Physical Activity 2008 in Tsukuba). In
this study, we explored the beneˆts of masters sports
by using thematic analysis on linguistic data. These
qualitative approaches have provided an extensive,
methodological interpretation pointing to the vari-
ous social beneˆts of masters sports (Fujii, 2005).

As noted above, preceding studies approached
just the sociological eŠects and beneˆts from the
perspective of a large framework. Based on preced-
ing sociological key words and reviews, this study
could clarify this more speciˆcally by hypothetically
choosing and examining themes and subthemes. In
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the social beneˆts of masters sports, an active soci-
ety, along with dreams and positive aging roles, was
also regarded as an important beneˆt that will resist
negative aging stereotypes (Dionigi, 2008). Another
social beneˆt was the perception that the Masters
Koshien could change the image of aging from one
of inactivity to one of action (Chogahara, 2008).
Furthermore, developing a baseball culture by pur-
suing baseball and extending its role in people's lives
was found to have signiˆcant social beneˆts that en-
riched each participant's sports life, as an individual
and socially.

Although in this study we made unique discov-
eries at both the academic and practical levels, many
unknowns remain. We must mention that our study
was conducted with the Masters Koshien, which is a
typical Japanese mecca-like masters sports event,
but the Masters Koshien is just one example among
many masters sports research.

Many of the results of this study were brought
about by the uniqueness of the Koshien. In their
research Komuku (1995) and Ariyama (1997) argue
that the media has reported the Koshien as a major
event with a focus on that the Koshien developed in
a unique Japanese way in its long history, and that
as a national sport the Koshien became a model for
traditional Japanese values and moral standards.
They also pointed out that many people think of the
excitement of the Koshien as even ``unusual.''
Ariyama (1997) indicated many issues, including the
excessive public excitement toward high school base-
ball, intensiˆed media reports on the way of the
Koshien, the Koshien becoming a form of entertain-
ment by such reports, and also the competition be-
coming too authoritarian. While the Koshien brings
many hopes and dreams to the public, everyone
knows that it also causes many problems. In this
sense as well, the Koshien attracts much public at-
tention.

However, the Masters Koshien focuses on the fact
that this uniqueness makes the Koshien more attrac-
tive and a model for a mecca-like masters sport
event for trying the challenge of the Koshien again.
In this respect, the Masters Koshien is diŠerent from
open masters sport events in which adults enjoy
competing in sports, and which have been a major
style of masters sport event. The Masters Koshien
brings about beneˆts unique to mecca-like masters
sport events, such as the impact of the Koshien,
reminiscence of youth and fulˆllment of dreams,

and also deepens beneˆts, such as the impressions
and joy of competing. In addition, the Masters
Koshien is an alumni membership sport event, which
means that it is not an open masters sport event.
Therefore, alumni activities and alumni bonds, and
intergenerational interaction which is subtheme of
friendship and social interaction are promoted deep-
ly. These can be applied to other sport categories
like the Masters Hanazono (rugby) and the Masters
Kokuritsu (soccer), where people who dreamed of
playing in the mecca of each ˆeld as junior high
school, high school and university students try again
in a mecca-like masters sport event. As noted above,
no other sport category is comparable to the impact
of the Koshien in Japan. Whether the same method
as the Masters Koshien can be applied to other sport
categories, could be judged by the action research
approach taken in this study.

Future studies could reveal more beneˆts in vari-
ous sports and in other settings. Continued study of
other sports using various methodologies may lead
to identifying and understanding more beneˆts, thus
extending our knowledge even further. As Dionigi
(2008) has also implied, more qualitative research on
the beneˆts of masters sports may still be needed. In
future research, the various beneˆts of masters
sports should be further explored to investigate the
possible range of an individual's lifelong involve-
ment in sports.
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